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Processing a transfer
Please ensure your transfer meets one of the following guidelines to be
processed by CHEP:

1.

Send to CHEP within 90 days
of the date of the movement.

2.

Send to CHEP after 90 days only
with the written authority from the
receiver.

The above guidelines are the standard CHEP processing terms. Please be
aware that these may be different to trading terms agreed with your trading
partners. Such agreements overide the standard CHEP processing guidelines.

Making changes to a transaction
Refer to this checklist below when you are making changes to the transfer.
What items can you change on a transaction that has already been processed by
CHEP?
1.

Effective Date - the day when the sender stops paying hire and the receiver starts
paying hire

2.

Equipment Type - for example, pallets

3.

Equipment Quantity - the number of items of equipment transferred

4.

Sending Account - where the transfer came from

5.

Receiving Account - where the transfer is going to

6.

Cancel the transfer completely
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Correcting a transaction
Do you need to correct a CHEP transfer?
Here are some questions you need to consider:
1. Is the transfer already processed with CHEP?

YES:

NO:

or by phone on 0800 652437

2.

Has the transfer already had a correction made to it?

YES:

3.

NO:

What is the date of the transfer? Is it current, i.e., invoiced by CHEP with the
last 21 days?

YES:

NO:
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Processing a correction via Portfolio Plus
CHEP will reverse a docket when CHEP has received notification from the account holder no
later than 21 days from the invoice date.
However - you can make the changes on your transaction yourself via Portfolio Plus. Here are
the steps to show you how:

1
2

Log on to Portolio Plus
Click on Quick link Corrections and Transactions

3

Enter the docket number and click submit.

4

Click Correction to make a change or reverse to cancel a docket.
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5

Type over any incorrect details: This could be Other Party, Shipment and/or Effective
date, Equipment Code, and/or Quantity. Click Submit to make the correction.

6

The correction is completed. Click OK to save or PRINT to print a copy.

7

Now you can see the docket has T1, T2 and T3. They are all listed as the T1 docket
number to show they are linked. Click on the T3 hyperlink to see the correction docket
that will appear on your next invoice.
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Written Authority
When written authority is required, you must have written authority from the affected party.
This is the party which will be charged more by correcting the docket. This may either be the
Sender or Receiver depending upon the correction made.

If the quantity is to be changed …
... to be INCREASED,
authority from the Receiver
is required.

… to be DECREASED,
authority from the Sender is
required.

Material (equipment):

If you ADD another type of
equipment to a docket,
authority from the Receiver
is required.

If you REMOVE a type of
equipment on a docket,
authority from the Sender is
required.

CHANGING the equipment type on a docket requires written authority. If the equipment is …

MORE EXPENSIVE to hire
than the original equipment,
authority is required from
the Receiver.

LESS EXPENSIVE than the
original equipment, authority
is required from the Sender.

If the effective date is being moved into the …
… FUTURE (forward),
written authority from the
Sender is required.

… PAST (back), written
authority from the Receiver
is required.
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If the trading partner account number is being changed …
If the ORIGINAL
RECEIVING PARTY is to be
changed, authority from the
new Receiver is required.

If the ORIGINAL SENDING
PARTY is to be changed,
authority from the original
Sender is required.

What happens when a transfer is processed the wrong way around?
If a docket is to be corrected because it was raised the WRONG WAY AROUND ….




If notified to CHEP within 21 days of appearing on the CHEP invoice, process correction as
normal
If notified to CHEP outside of 21 days of appearing on the CHEP Invoice, we need authority
from the original Sender. This is because they will become the receiver, having 2 lots of
equipment going onto their account as a result of the correction (The reversal and the
replacement).

Example of written authority
Below is an example of how you can provide notification to CHEP (i.e., a written authority)
by sending an email.

Example of a customer email (written authority):
Dear CHEP Customer Service,
I authorise the correction of docket ABCD00004091A.
The receiving account should be my account, Global Distribution account number 6400999999.

Kind regards,
Customer
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Points to remember
CHEP will correct or reverse a transaction when notified in due time.

What does due time mean?
Due time means within 21 days of the transaction appearing on the CHEP Invoice.

Notifying after due time?
If you have notified after due time please provide written authority from the trading partner whom
will be affected by the correction or reversal to be done.

What does affected mean?
The affected party is the CHEP customer who, due to the changes made by the correction or
reversal, will end up with more equipment or will incur increased financial charges
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